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A BRONZE SOCKETED MOUNT AND BLADE FROM SHAPWICK HOUSE,
SOMERSET (Fig. 6, Ph. X, XI)

Work over a number ofyears has documented a complex sequence ofpost-Dissolution
and post-medieval transfonnations of the gardens and parkland landscape around
Shapwick House on the northern flank of the Polden Hills in Somerset. 1 E.xcavations and
fieldwork show how a medieval moated manor house site of the abbots of Glastonbury
Abbey and its surroundings were modified according to the tastes of its post~Dissolution

owners to create the open parkland seen today.'
From the 8th century until the Dissolution, Shapwick was pan of the estates of

Glastonbury Abbey.' A survey of 1327 describes the demesne manor house as a 'Court
with barton ... the garden contains 5 acres'~ and excavations in 1994 partially uncovered
medieval structures and confinned the alignment of the moat and the location of the great
medieval bam. Standing-building recording has identified a surviving first-floor hall wnose
roof was erected soon after 1489, with a chamber over the E. wing and a detached kitchen
to the W. which was roofed t.l430.5 This evidence can be correlated with the description
in Abbot Bcere's terrier of 1515 which mentions a 'hall, chamber, storeroom, kitchen,
stable, garden and barton inside the moat'.6 The overall impression is ofan administrative
and agricultural centre dedicated to garnering the resources on whieh the power and
wealth ofa major abbey like Glastonbury depended. These links were reinforced through
ecclesiastical ties at the two successive church sites.

The immediate post-Dissolution ownership of the manor is complex.' The house was
substantially re-organized in the early 17th century, probably by Sir (Ialer Lord Chief
Justice) Henry Rolle (158g?-1656) who also seems to have cleared away the buildings
obstructing the view to the N. of the house and deposited the demolition rubble in the
moat.1 Finds of Mcrida-type red micaceous ware, 'Malling' jug, Cistercian ware and
Genoan stonewares confinn the date for the moat infilling as ,620-40 and hint at a family
offashionable tasle, wealth and good contacts. Appropriately, Rolle's new terraced garden
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N. of his house was symmetrically laid out and included a banqueting house and detached
pleasure grounds.9 Ornamental water ponds and moated garden features were added later
and have survived, at least partially, because the later 18tl1-century park was laid out S. of
the main housc rather than being superimposed on top of the geometric gardens.

The process of emparkmem began by 1]65 and continued well into the 19th
cemury.lO In all 19 houses were vacated and demolished and the tenants rehoused. An
cngraving by Bonner, published by Collinson in his 'History of Somerset' in 1]91, adopts
the fashion for eye level illustrations and shows an uninterrupted view to the house from
the new park with a proprietal owner, presumably a member of the Templer family who
had bought the estate in 1]8], striding amongst his deer. Shortly afterwards even the
Glastonbury Abbey great barn was removed and Rolle's banquctlng house was cleared
into one of the ornamental ponds leaving the grounds as they are depicted on the 1839
tithe map. 11

In July 1996 excavations in the park S. ofShapwick House uncovered a sequence of
post-medieval ditches and pits re-cutting and intersecting earlier features dating from the
early medieval period. The later phase of the sequence represems the boundaries and
streets between the demolished post-medieval houses and can be clearly correlated with
features shown on a series of 18th-century estate maps. The object described below was
found in a sealed late 18th-century context associated with the emparkment and can be
pinpointed to the levelling process which followed the demolition ofa building C.I 773. 12

DESCRIPTION

The object has a tapering cast tubular socket with a sub-rectangular mouth and two
damaged attachment holes at the rim (Fig. 6, Pis. X, Xl, A). The terminal is a solid ball
which is extended to form a pair ofparallc1 animal masks, janus-like with a long rectangular
slot between the jaws. In this a bronze blade is fixed by a large bronze rivet; the blade has
tapering shoulders and in section is gently tapered from a median ridge. The outside of the
hollow socket has four panels of incised stepr-ed ornament, the sphere has cast notches and
barred collars between the animal ears, whlle the animal heads have deeply cast lines on
their foreheads and ridges along the snout. The blade projects at a slight angle to the line
of the socket. 13

DISCUSSION

This piece is a remarkable assemblage of components of very different dates; the
blade has been identified as a re-worked Bronze Age blade, given the simplicity of the
resultam form it is nOt possible to identify the original bronze type. Ii The combined socket
and holder finds its elosest parallels, both decorative and functional, in early t 2th-century
Ireland on metalwork of a grander, more ambitious scale but with features in common
with the Shapwick holder. Functionally it mirrors the great cross of Cong, dated by
inscription 112]-36.1~This has a hollow socket topped by a ball finial supporting a double
headed beast whose jaws grip the lower arm of the cross. This is a processional cross, a
novel form in Ireland from the influential school of metalworking centred on the middle
Shannon. 16 On the Cross ofCong the animal is in the romanesque style, new to Ireland. A
12th-century stylus from St Augustine's Abbey at Canterbury also has a double-faced head
gripping the tenninal and it would be interestmg to know ofother examples. The moulded
profile and the style ofthe animal masks and the stepped incised ornament of the Shapwick
find both occur in the decoration of the great tem-shaped portable shrine ofSt Manchan
from Boher, Co. Offaly,17 another contemporary product of the Shannon school of
metalworking. On St Manchan's shrine the step pattern is made in enamel, but a related
design also occurs cast in panels on the skirts of the shrine figures, including one said to
have been found at Clonmacnoise. 18 The animal masks with their distinctive 'V' mouldin~
and ribbed snouts arc echoed again on the more elaborate metal fittings on St Manchan s
shrine (PI. XI, B).
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FlO. 6
FouT views of the bronze socketed mount and blade from Shapwick, Somerset. Scale I: I (drawn by Rob Read)

These fine pieces ofecclesiastical metalwork provide a reasonable cultural context for
the more modest Shapwick find; it is a finial for a rod designed probably to hold vertical a
cross or flabellum. It was made in Ireland by the first decades of me 12th century but
translated to Britain by means unknown. It is too late to ~ Viking loot but Bristol was an
important focus oftrading contacLS with Ireland in the 12th century and a possible entrcpOl
for a piece such as !.his. The recent r«:o"ery of a contemporary sword-guard in Hibemo
Viking style from a wreck at Small Reef offthe Pembrokcshirc coast shows Irish-made fine
metalwork in transit around the western coast of Wales. 19 The Irish connection with
Somerset and Glastonbury, however obscure, was being emphasized by the Abbey in the
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12th cemury20 and perhaps the object was carried there by a monk or given as a gift. It
may then have found its way to the Abbey's manor house at Shapwick or perhaes originally
to the parish church. No explanation is entirely satisfactory but it seems plausible that the
object may have been re·discovered or bought locally, possibly by a member of the Rolle
family rather than a tenant. In any case by the mid-18th century the socket had been given
a secondary function as a knife holder, the knife being a curio reworked to fit. 21

C. 1tI. GERRARD22 AND S. M. YOUNGS23
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